There Is a Home Eternal

1. There is a home eternal Beautiful and bright,
   Where sweet joys surround it, fields of gold.

2. Flowers are ever springing In that home so fair,
   Little children闲置
   and happy are they, singing praises to Jesus there.

3. Soon shall I join the ransomed, Far beyond the sky;
   Christ is my personal Never dimmed by night;
   White-robed angels are singing, "Soon my eyes shall behold God"
   Ev'ry a-round the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Seated upon the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   "Ev'ry a-round the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Seated upon the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Ev'ry a-round the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Seated upon the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Ev'ry a-round the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Seated upon the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Ev'ry a-round the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,
   Seated upon the bright throne; When, O, when shall I see thee,

Chorus

Beautiful, beautiful home? Home, beautiful home! Beautiful home,

Beautiful, beautiful home? Home, beautiful home! Beautiful home,

Beautiful, beautiful home? Home, beautiful home! Beautiful home,
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